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We consider the problem of selectively controlling couplings in a practical quantum processor with
always-on interactions which are diagonal in the computational basis using sequences of local NOT
gates. This methodology is well-known in NMR, and has been adapted for quantum information
processing, but previous approaches do not scale efficiently for the general fully-connected Hamilto-
nian, where the time-complexity of finding solutions makes them only practical up to a few hundred
qubits. Given the rapid growth in the number of qubits in cutting-edge quantum processors, it is
of interest to investigate the applicability of this control scheme to much larger scale systems with
realistic restrictions on connectivity. Here we present a scheme to find near time-optimal solutions
that can be applied to practical engineered quantum systems with millions of qubits.
I. INTRODUCTION
In gate-based quantum computation [1], entangling in-
teractions between qubits are generated by two-qubit
logic gates, which are activated on demand. In order to
turn the required two-qubit interactions on and off and
program the system Hamiltonian, such gates are usually
introduced by controllable external fields [2]. However,
such interactions can also be generated directly when
there are suitable coupling terms naturally present in
the internal Hamiltonian [3–5]. In this case, entangle-
ment can be introduced without extra control hardware,
at the cost of the complexity that comes from the fact
that all the coupling terms are now “always-on”.
To overcome this problem, decoupling and selective re-
coupling techniques were developed in the Nuclear Mag-
netic Resonance (NMR) community. Just as a spin echo
refocuses the coherent dynamics of a spin-1/2 nucleus [6],
local not gates on selected qubits in a multi-qubit system
reverse the evolution of corresponding terms in the inter-
nal Hamiltonian [7, 8]. By scheduling the timing and flip
patterns properly, it is possible to rescale one-body and
two-body terms to simulate any desired effective Hamil-
tonian [9]. This idea has been recently applied to replace
core entanglement processes in important quantum al-
gorithms, such as Trotterized quantum simulation [10]
and the quantum Fourier transform [11], which showed a
significant decrease in the total run time.
Superconducting qubits commonly use gates generated
on demand but can also be tuned to generate always-
on two-qubit interactions [12]. In fact always-on inter-
actions are difficult to avoid in superconducting circuits
due to their distributed microwave fields, and much effort
is invested in mitigating these [13, 14]. Such always-on
couplings are present in capacitively-coupled transmon
qubits induced by their relatively small anharmonicity
[15]. Here, we leverage such interaction expressed as a
background Hamiltonian that contains single qubit in-
teractions (offsets) Ωj and two qubit interactions (cou-
plings) ωjk which are both diagonal in the computational
basis,
H/~ =
∑
j
Ωjσ
z
j /2 +
∑
j<k
ωjkσ
z
jσ
z
k/4, (1)
and in principle superconducting quantum computers
can be operated based on this NMR-like architecture.
We have previously described methods for finding time-
optimal rescaling sequences in systems of up to around 20
qubits, and near-optimal sequences in systems of around
100 qubits [16]. However, these methods do not scale
to very large systems with thousands of qubits, as the
computational time required to find such solutions grows
rapidly with the number of qubits.
The most general form of the Hamiltonian above will
have all offsets and all possible couplings present. How-
ever, couplings are generally only significant between
nearby qubits: for example, superconducting qubits are
often engineered in a square-lattice [17] and can have
couplings limited to only nearest or next-nearest neigh-
bour qubits if circuits are well microwave engineered [18].
Here we describe a method based on graph colouring for
rapidly finding near-optimal sequences in these highly
practical partially coupled systems. Initially we will as-
sume the qubits to be arranged in a square lattice with
identical couplings between nearest neighbours and no
long range couplings at all, but both of these restrictions
will subsequently be partly relaxed. Remarkably we find
that in this partially-coupled scenario, which is very real-
istic for large-scale superconducting circuits, the refocus-
ing and rescaling of always-on couplings can be efficiently
programmed, requiring only linear time to design con-
trol sequences and linear number of control pulses, which
widens its applicability to large-scale quantum simulation
and fast closed-loop variational quantum algorithms.
II. REFOCUSING AND RESCALING
We begin with the smallest possible square lattice, con-
taining four qubits with identical nearest neighbour cou-
plings ωj,j+1 and ω14 only. Non nearest-neighbour pairs
have no coupling, so ω13 = ω24 = 0. We can refocus all
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FIG. 1: Networks to (a) refocus all offsets and couplings in a
square of four qubits with only nearest-neighbour couplings,
and (b) keep only the coupling between qubits 3 and 4. Here
X indicates a not gate while U indicates evolution under the
background Hamiltonian. Labels on the left indicate which
qubits the not gates are applied to.
the couplings in the system, as well as any offsets present,
using the circuit of spin-echoes shown in Fig. 1(a). Here,
the unitary U describes the evolution of the system under
the background Hamiltonian H given by the propagator
U = exp (−iHt/~), while the not gates are represented
by X. As there is no coupling to be refocused between
qubits 1 and 3 it is possible to apply the same pattern of
not gates to them both, and similarly for qubits 2 and 4,
so only two distinct patterns of not gates are required.
This network can also be extended to retain a single
coupling, as shown in Fig. 1(b). In this network the same
pattern of not gates is applied to qubits 3 and 4, and the
corresponding coupling is retained, while the remaining
couplings are refocused [7]. Remarkably these networks
can be easily extended to retain any pattern of couplings
in a square lattice system.
III. SQUARE LATTICES
This extension works by colouring the square lattice, as
described in [7]. The system can be described as a non-
complete graph, with vertices corresponding to qubits
and edges to couplings, with only some of the possible
edges present. The graph can be coloured by assigning a
colour to each vertex, and is said to be properly coloured
if no two connected vertices are the same colour. Thus in
the original fully-decoupled square of four qubits we can
colour qubits 1 and 3 black and qubits 2 and 4 white,
while to retain a single coupling the pair of qubits in-
volved must be assigned a third colour, say red. To
implement a colouring use patterns of not gates cor-
responding to distinct Walsh functions [7, 16] for each
colour.
This colouring pattern can be tessellated across a lat-
tice, as shown in Fig. 2, by colouring alternate qubits
black and white. Here we show a four-by-four patch con-
taining sixteen qubits, which can be embedded in a larger
lattice, retaining a single coupling while refocusing all the
other interactions. The required pulse sequence can be
FIG. 2: Retaining a single nearest neighbour coupling in
a square lattice requires three colours: the main lattice is
coloured alternately black and white while the two coupled
qubits are coloured red. Grey dashed lines shown nearest-
neighbour couplings which have been refocused.
obtained by assigning black qubits B to the first Walsh
pattern, white qubits W to the second, and the two red
qubits R to the third, to obtain the sequence
U XWR U XBR U XWR U XBR, (2)
where XWR indicates that not gates are applied to the
white and red qubits, and so on. Just like the sequence
for the four-qubit system, this sequence requires only 4
time periods, but now requires 2q+ 4 pulses for a system
of q qubits. The total time required to implement the net-
work for a pi/2 evolution, corresponding to a controlled-
not gate, is
T = 1/2J, (3)
where the nearest-neighbour couplings are of size 2piJ .
This is the same time as is needed for an isolated cou-
pling, as the retained coupling evolves at full strength.
IV. SINGLE-QUBIT INTERACTIONS
The approach above will refocus all single-qubit inter-
actions, but it is simple to modify the X gates in the net-
work to implement single-qubit rotations directly. This
relies on the identity [19]
piφ2piφ1 = 2(φ2 − φ1)z, (4)
so that applying two pi rotations around axes in the xy-
plane separated by an angle δ is equivalent to performing
a z-rotation through an angle 2δ. These rotations can be
performed by modifying any pair of X gates in any refo-
cusing network, and as each qubit is controlled separately
different rotations can be applied to different qubits at
no cost in time or pulse count.
FIG. 1: Networks to (a) refocus all offsets and couplings in a
square of four qubits with only nearest-neighbour couplings,
and (b) keep only the coupling between qubits 3 and 4. Here
X indicates a not gate while U indicates evolution under the
background Hamiltonian. Labels on the left indicate which
qubits the not gates are applied to.
the couplings in the system, as well as any offsets present,
using the circuit of spin-echoes shown in Fig. 1(a). Here,
the unitary U describes the evolution of the system under
the background Hamiltonian H given by the propagator
U = exp (−iHt/~), while the not gates are represented
by X. As there is no coupling to be refocused between
qubits 1 and 3 it is possible to apply the same pattern of
not gates to them both, and similarly for qubits 2 and 4,
so only two distinct patterns of not gates are required.
This network can also be extended to retain a single
coupling, as shown in Fig. 1(b). In this network the same
pattern of not gates is applied to qubits 3 and 4, and the
corresponding coupling is retained, while the remaining
couplings are refocused [7]. Remarkably these networks
can be easily extended to retain any pattern of couplings
in a square lattice system.
III. SQUARE LATTICES
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lattice, retaining a single coupling whil r focusing ll th
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U = exp (−i t/~), while the not gates are represented
by . As there is no coupling to be refocused between
qubits 1 and 3 it is possible to apply the sa e pattern of
not gates to the both, and si ilarly for qubits 2 and 4,
so only two distinct patterns of not gates are required.
This network can also be extended to retain a single
coupling, as shown in Fig. 1(b). In this network the sa e
pattern of not gates is applied to qubits 3 and 4, and the
corresponding coupling is retained, while the re aining
couplings are refocused [7]. Re arkably these networks
can be easily extended to retain any pattern of couplings
in a square lattice syste .
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This extension works by colouring the square lattice, as
described i [7]. The syste can be described s a non-
co plete graph, with vertices corresponding to qubits
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obtained by assigning black qubits B to the first alsh
pattern, white qubits to the second, and the two red
qubits R to the third, to obtain the sequence
U R U BR U R U BR, (2)
where R indicates that not gates are applied to the
white and red qubits, and so on. Just like the sequence
for the four-qubit syste , this sequence requires only 4
ti e periods, but now requires 2q+ 4 pulses for a syste
of q qubits. The total ti e required to i ple ent the net-
work for a pi/2 evolution, corresponding to a controlled-
not gate, is
T = 1/2J, (3)
where the nearest-neighbour couplings are of size 2piJ .
This is the sa e ti e as is needed for an isolated cou-
pling, as the retained coupling evolves at full strength.
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piφ2piφ1 = 2(φ2 − φ1)z, (4)
so that applying two pi rotations around axes in the xy-
plane separated by an angle δ is equivalent to perfor ing
a z-rotation through an angle 2δ. These rotations can be
perfor ed by odifying any pair of gates in any refo-
cusing network, and as each qubit is controlled separately
different rotations can be applied to different qubits at
no cost in ti e or pulse count.
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FIG. 3: Retaining a more complex pattern of couplings in a
square lattice: this pattern requires four colours.
V. PARALLEL GATES
If it is desired to retain several different coupling inter-
actions then this can be achieved most simply by apply-
ing such patterns back to back, changing the colouring
at each stage, but it would clearly be more efficient to as
far as possible perform evolutions in parallel. For simple
cases this is easily performed, as depicted in Fig. 3.
In this figure, qubits which are part of the same cou-
pling island, that is qubits which are connected either
directly or indirectly by retained couplings, have been
coloured the same colour. This simple approach will only
be successful when, as shown here, all the couplings which
could appear in an island are in fact present. (Note that
the single yellow qubit forms an island on its own.) In
such cases this simple colouring strategy will retain all
the desired couplings while refocusing all the couplings
between islands, reproducing the desired pattern in one
go. As before, the total time required is simply T = 1/2J ,
the same as for an isolated coupling.
It might appear that this approach would require the
number of colours to equal the number of islands, but in
fact it is never necessary to use more than four, as is-
lands which are completely disconnected (that is, islands
which are not connected by couplings in the underly-
ing Hamiltonian) can be safely coloured the same colour.
By the four-colour-map theorem this will never require
more than four colours [20]. In particular, the black and
white background colours used in earlier figures are no
longer required. These four colours can be assigned to
four Walsh functions, requiring T to be divided up into
eight equal time periods. Assigning the most common
colours to the two lowest Walsh functions, which both
require two pulses, and the two rarer colours to the next
two Walsh functions, which require four pulses, means
that the total number of pulses required in a system of q
qubits lies between 2q and 3q.
Many target patterns cannot, however, be achieved in
this way, as they have one or missing couplings. Consider,
for example, the pattern shown in Fig. 4, where the black
couplings must be retained, and the dashed red couplings
must not be retained although they connect qubits within
FIG. 4: A target pattern of couplings which cannot be im-
plemented with a single colouring pattern. Although the grey
qubits are easily decoupled from each other and from the black
island, it is impossible to retain all the desired black cou-
plings without also retaining the undesired couplings shown
as dashed red lines.
the main island. Any colouring which implements all the
black couplings that must be retained will also implement
the unwanted red couplings, and so this target pattern
cannot be implemented with any single colouring pattern.
VI. MULTIPLE COLOURINGS
There is, however, a simple method for achieving any
target pattern using two sequential colourings, each using
four colours. The first pattern assigns two colours to the
odd-numbered rows and another two to the even num-
bered rows, thus ensuring that no vertical couplings can
be retained. Along a row, the colour of the first qubit
is arbitrary, but the following qubit must be the same
colour if the corresponding coupling is to be retained,
and the other colour if the coupling is to be refocused.
The second pattern implements vertical couplings in an
analogous way.
A pair of colourings which implements the target cou-
plings in Fig. 4 is shown in Fig. 5. Any target pattern
at all can be implemented in this way, in a total time
2T . This total time will be divided into 16 equal time
periods, separated by no more than 6q individual pulses.
It is useful to compare this time with timings found
by our previous algorithm [16] based on linear program-
ming, which is guaranteed (when an exhaustive basis set
is used) to find a true minimum-time solution. The com-
putational complexity of this algorithm renders it im-
practical for large arrays, but for four-by-four arrays with
nearest-neighbour couplings it is perfectly possible to use
it. We have analysed a very large number of randomly
chosen targets in four-by-four arrays, and in every case
the optimal solution required a total time of either T (in
cases with no missing couplings, so a single colouring is
possible) or 1.5T (in cases where this is not possible).
Thus the implementation time required for our colour-
ing based networks is slightly longer than the absolute
minimum required, but our colourings are far easier to de-
sign, with a computation time scaling only linearly with
FIG. 3: Retaining a more complex pattern of couplings in a
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It is u eful to compare this time with timings found
by our pr vious algorithm [16] based on linear program-
ming, which is guaranteed (when an exhaustive basis set
is used) to find a true minimum-time solution. The co
putational complexity of this algorithm rend rs it im-
practical for large arrays, but for four-by-four arrays with
nearest-neighbour couplings t is pe fectly possible to use
it. We have nalysed a very large number of randomly
chos n targets in four-by-four arrays, and in every ca
the optimal solution required a total ti e of either T (in
ases with no missing couplings, so a si gle colouring is
possible) or 1.5T (in cases where this is n t possible).
Thus e implementation time required for ur colour-
ing based networks is slightly longer than the absolute
minimum required, but our colourings are far easier to de
sign, with a computation time scaling only lin arly wi h
the total number of qubits, and so can be pplied to sys
tems millions of qubits. The number of not gates
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FIG. 5: A solution implementing the target couplings in Fig. 4
using two sequential colouring patterns.
the total number of qubits, and so can be applied to sys-
tems with millions of qubits. The number of not gates
required is also greatly reduced, from O(q2) for linear
programming based solutions to O(q). As an experimen-
tal implementation of not is certain to introduce at least
some error such a substantial reduction in the number of
control pulses is highly desirable.
VII. NEXT-NEAREST NEIGHBOURS
Until now we have assumed that only nearest neigh-
bour interactions are important, with all others being
too small to matter. While interactions will generally fall
off rapidly with distance, this may not be rapid enough
that all long-range interactions can be ignored. In partic-
ular the next-nearest neighbour interactions, across the
diagonals of the square array, are likely to be significant.
In the original two-colour refocusing scheme qubits con-
nected by next-nearest neighbour interactions will be the
same colour, both black or both white, and so these in-
teractions will be retained rather than refocused, leading
to a significant error in the final gate implementation.
This is not a problem with the general four-colour
scheme, as the use of different colours for alternate rows
guarantees that diagonally connected qubits will be of
different colours. Thus these networks automatically sup-
press any unwanted diagonal couplings, which can there-
fore simply be ignored. Suppressing even longer range
couplings is more complicated, but can be achieved using
larger numbers of colouring patterns with more colours
used in each pattern.
VIII. DIFFERENT EVOLUTION TIMES
The parallel gates approach, however, contains a fur-
ther important assumption: it is not sufficient to retain
two different couplings if they are required to evolve for
different times. While it is commonplace in quantum
algorithms to make different couplings evolve through
the same angle, for example to implement controlled-not
gates, in many physical situations apparently equivalent
couplings will have different strengths, and so will need
different evolution times to achieve the same angle.
It might seem necessary to apply such gates using dif-
ferent echo sequences, but in fact they can be partly com-
bined. Consider two couplings in the same group, where
one requires evolution for a total time TA and the sec-
ond for a time TB , with TB > TA. The naive way to
achieve this is to use two different colouring patterns,
one implementing the first coupling lasting for time TA,
and another implementing the second coupling lasting
for TB . In fact these periods can be carried out partly in
parallel: during the first period, which lasts for time TA,
both couplings are retained, while for the second period,
which lasts for time TB−TA, only the second coupling is
retained. Thus both couplings can be carried out in a to-
tal time TB , and the method generalises for any number
of distinct couplings strengths.
It follows that any pattern of couplings can be achieved
in an evolution time equal to the sum of the longest evolu-
tion times required for horizontal and vertical couplings.
An even simpler strict upper bound is that any set of
nearest-neighbour gates can be implemented in no more
than 2Tmax, where Tmax = 1/2Jmin is the evolution time
required for the slowest possible gate.
IX. APPROXIMATING ANGLES
The approach above allows parallel gates to be im-
plemented in time 2Tmax even when all the coupling
strengths in the array are different, but the result-
ing sequences will contain O(q) sets of evolution times
and O(q2) pulses. Designing such sequences also re-
quires sorting all the evolution times into ascending or-
der, which has computational time complexity O(q log q).
Such sequences will also be impractical to implement ex-
perimentally, as the time differences between very similar
times may be smaller than the clock resolution.
Rather than implementing a very large number of dis-
tinct evolution times precisely, it makes more sense to
use a much smaller number of evolutions to approximate
all the desired times, resulting in approximate evolution
angles. This is most easily achieved by dividing the range
of evolution times by successive powers of two, in effect
encoding each evolution time as a binary number. Using
k different evolution times results in k-bit precision, with
an exponential increase in precision with a linear increase
in the number of evolution times used. Thus using only
20 distinct delays will allow angles to be approximated
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required is also greatly reduced, from O(q2) for linear
programming based solutions to O(q). As an experimen-
tal implementation of a not gate is certain to introduce
at least some error such a substantial reduction in the
number of control pulses is highly desirable.
VII. NEXT-NEAREST NEIGHBOURS
til ss t t l r st i -
r i t r ti s r i rt t, it ll t rs i
t s ll t tt r. il i t r ti s ill r ll f ll
ff r i l it ist , t is t r i
t t ll l -r i t r ti s i r . I rti -
l r t t- r st i r i t r ti s, r ss t
i ls f t s r rr , r li l t si ifi t.
I t ri i l t - l r r f si s its -
t t- r st i r i t r ti s ill t
s l r, t l r t it , s t s i -
t r ti s ill r t i r t r t r f s , l i
t si ifi t rr r i t fi l t i l t ti .
This is not a proble with the general four-colour
sche e, as the use of different colours for alternate rows
and columns guarantees that diagonally connected qubits
will be of different colours. Thus these networks au-
tomatically suppress any unwanted diagonal couplings,
which can therefore simply be ignored. Suppressing even
longer range couplings is more complicated, but can be
achieved using larger numbers of colouring patterns with
more colours used in each pattern.
VIII. DIFFERE T EVOLUTIO TI ES
The parallel gates approach, however, contains a fur-
ther i portant assu ption: it is not sufficient to retain
two different couplings if they are required to evolve for
different ti es. hile it is co onplace in quantu
algorith s to ake different couplings evolve through
the sa e angle, for exa ple to i ple ent controlled-not
gates, in any physical situations apparently equivalent
couplings will have different strengths, and so will need
different evolution ti es to achieve the sa e angle.
It ight see necessary to apply such gates using dif-
ferent echo sequences, but in fact they can be partly co -
bined. Consider two couplings in the sa e group, where
one requires evolution for a total ti e TA and the sec-
ond for a ti e TB , with TB > TA. The naive way to
achieve this is to use two different colouring patterns,
one i ple enting the first coupling lasting for ti e TA,
and another i ple enting the second coupling lasting
for TB . In fact these periods can be carried out partly in
parallel: during the first period, which lasts for ti e TA,
both couplings are retained, while for the second period,
which lasts for ti e TB−TA, only the second coupling is
retained. Thus both couplings can be carried out in a to-
tal ti e TB , and the ethod generalises for any nu ber
of distinct couplings strengths.
It follows that any pattern of couplings can be achieved
in an evolution ti e equal to the su of the longest evolu-
tion ti es required for horizontal and vertical couplings.
An even si pler strict upper bound is that any set of
nearest-neighbour gates can be i ple ented in no ore
than 2Tmax, where Tmax = 1/2Jmin is the evolution ti e
required for the slowest possible gate.
IX. APPROXI ATI A LES
The approach above allows parallel gates to be i -
ple ented in ti e 2Tmax even when all the coupling
strengths in the array are different, but the resulting se-
quences will contain O(q) sets of evolution times and
O(q2) pulses. Designing such sequences also requires
sorting all the evolution times into ascending order,
which has computational time complexity O(q log q), and
they will also be impractical to implement experimen-
tally, as the time differences between very similar times
may be smaller than the clock resolution.
Rather than i ple enting a very large nu ber of dis-
tinct evolution ti es precisely, it akes ore sense to
use a uch s aller nu ber of evolutions to approxi ate
all the desired ti es, resulting in approxi ate evolution
angles. This is ost easily achieved by dividing the range
of evolution ti es by successive powers of two, in effect
encoding each evolution ti e as a binary nu ber. Using
k different evolution ti es results in k-bit precision, with
an exponential increase in precision with a linear increase
in the nu ber of evolution ti es used. Thus using only
20 distinct delays will allow angles to be approxi ated
5to a precision better than 10−6.
If the range of evolution times is small then it appears
tempting to apply the composite pulse based techniques
which have been used to correct evolution angles for iso-
lated couplings [21]. Unfortunately this approach does
not work well in systems with multiple couplings to the
same qubit, and in particular cannot be applied to cou-
pling networks including a chain of three or more re-
tained couplings. It is possible to break these chains into
shorter sections if composite pulse methods are to be ap-
plied, but this requires four separate colouring patterns
to implement a general network.
X. CONCLUSIONS
The colouring techniques described here allow the ef-
ficient refocusing of interactions in engineered systems.
While the resulting pulse sequences take slightly longer
to implement than the absolute minimum time required,
the computational time is vastly reduced, from O(4q) for
exhaustive linear programming, or O(q6) for RROS [16],
right down to O(q), rendering them practical in systems
with thousands or even millions of qubits. The number of
control pulses is also greatly reduced, from O(q2) to O(q),
thus reducing implementation errors. The method can
handle unwanted next-nearest neighbour couplings, and
is easily extended in a scalable way to systems with vari-
able coupling strengths. These approximate-angle tech-
niques can also be used to rescale couplings, rather than
simply retaining or refocusing them.
Historically, superconducting qubits inherited many
techniques from NMR, but as the number of qubits grows
rapidly in cutting-edge processors [17], with individual
qubit addressability, we are entering into a regime where
we can address big questions on a scale that NMR can-
not reach. For example, an NMR-like superconducting
quantum processor could be used for simulating the con-
cept of time-reversal in the Loschmidt echo [22], a long
standing research topic in statistical mechanics, where
significant experimental development has taken place in
NMR [23] since its pioneering realisation by Hahn’s spin
echo experiment. As the system size gets bigger, this
leads on to interesting research questions such as deco-
herence in many-body system [24], quantum chaos [25]
and the information paradox in black holes [26].
Although it is not yet common to use always-on cou-
plings as a computational resource in superconducting
qubits, such implementations might fit well into the con-
text of Near-term Intermediate Scale Quantum (NISQ)
applications [27]. For example, the native interaction
can be used for hardware-efficient implementations of
the variational quantum eigensolver (VQE) [28] and
quantum approximate optimisation algorithms (QAOA)
[29]. Since entangling gates are realized without external
fields, there is less need to calibrate the control hardware,
as the calibration problem can be focused only on local
control. Furthermore, quantum error mitigation meth-
ods might allow slow native interactions to output useful
results by extended time evolution [30–32]. Efficient re-
focusing and rescaling methods, such as those described
here, will be essential to extend experiments to the next
generation of devices.
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